
TEST FIRST
Due to the nature of different surfaces, you should do 
several test areas in inconspicuous areas according to the 
label instructions to determine surface colour stability and 
desired results. The end user must determine the suitability 
of the product for their intended use.
PRECAUTIONS & SAFETY DIRECTIONS
1. Read entire label, SDS & technical bulletin before using; 
2. Wear appropriate gloves, skin & eye protection and use 

in a well ventilated area or use an appropriate mask; 
3. Use when surface temperature is between 4°C and 32°C.
4. Do NOT mix with other chemicals or allow product to 

come in contact with any non-recommended surfaces;
5. Floor will get slippery during process. Take appropriate 

precautions to prevent slips or falls; 
6. Will affect sealers, coatings, floor finishes & painted 

surfaces
INSTRUCTIONS: 
1. Sweep, vacuum, or wipe surface;
2. Use neat.  Do NOT dilute;
3. Carefully apply liberal amount of Strip-It™ to a small  

manageable area of up to 4m2. 
4. Spread with a roller, mop, sponge or brush;  
5. Allow product to dwell minimum 1 hour without drying 

or until coating or residue softens. 
6. DO NOT ALLOW  PRODUCT TO DRY ON THE SURFACE;  
7. Agitate with solvent resistant scrub pads, scrub brush or 

scrub machine; 
8. Remove the residue with a wet vac or if thick, with clean, 

absorbent white cotton towels, scoop or shovel; 
9. Rinse thoroughly with clean water; (See * Important Note)

10. REPEAT THE PROCESS AS NECESSARY;
* IMPORTANT NOTE: 

 ▶ Surface ready for light traffic in minimum 1 hour or after 
all fumes have dissipated. 

 ▶ Allow at least 48-hour drying time before applying any 
sealers, coatings or floor finishes. Always do a test area 
first before applying to whole area.

 ▶ To help with residue removal, apply XtremeClean™ 
diluted 1 part with 5 parts water to the surface after 
Step 9. Allow dwell time of  5-10 minutes then scrub or 
agitate. Remove with wet vac then rinse thoroughly. 
Allow to fully dry.

LIMITATIONS
 ▶ For epoxy grout haze removal, limit dwell time in Step 5 

to no more than 30 minutes.  Do NOT allow puddling in 
grout joints. 

 ▶ Refer to Aqua-Seal Problem Solver PS04.  Visit our 
website at www.aqua-seal.com.au

 ▶ Removal of thick coatings may require multiple 
applications.

COVERAGE
Approx 10-40m2 per 4 litre. Coverage will vary depending on 
density, porosity, texture, surface absorption, weather, time 
solution left on surface, the application method, severity of 
the problem & dilution used.

HANDLING, STORAGE & CLEAN UP
 ▶ Close container tightly after each use;
 ▶ Store in original container between 4°C and 32°C;
 ▶ Do not re-use empty container. 
 ▶ Discard in rubbish or recycle.
 ▶ Wash tools, gloves & shoes thoroughly with clean water;

FIRST AID
Contact a doctor or Poisons Information Centre (Australia 
131-126, NZ 0800 764 766). Skin & Eye Contact: If in eyes, 
hold eyelids apart & flush continuously with running water 
until advised to stop or for at least 15 minutes. If skin or hair 
contact occurs, remove contaminated clothing & flush skin 
or hair with running water. Inhalation: If inhaled, remove 
to fresh air.  If not breathing, give artificial respiration. If 
breathing is difficult, give oxygen. Ingestion: If swallowed, 
do NOT induce vomiting.  Wash mouth with water. General: 
In case of accident or if you feel unwell, seek medical advice 
immediately. 
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS: 

 ▶ Avoid contact with skin & eyes. 
 ▶ Use a fan or in a well ventilated area. 
 ▶ Do NOT breath vapours. 
 ▶ May cause stomach distress, nausea, vomiting or 

respiratory tract irritation. 

Code Size Barcode Number

121-005 1ltr - Strip-It 9347177001401

121-006 4 ltr - Strip-It 9347177001418

Strip It™

Heavy Duty Sealer & Coating Remover
DESCRIPTION & USE
Strip-It™ is a safer, non-flammable, biodegradable, multi- purpose stripper formulated to stay wet for longer periods to give 
the product time to break down & help remove most sealers, coatings, epoxy grout haze,  urethane coatings, synthetic 
finishes, adhesives, silicone, paint, heavy wax, deep-set stains and heavy grease build up. USE: On all natural stone, ceramic 
tile, porcelain tile, terracotta and other surfaces.

PRODUCT WARRANTY
Aqua-Seal STS™ “The Manufacturer” warrants to the original purchaser of its products that 
such products are free from manufacturing defect and does not warrant or guarantee the 
workmanship performed by any person or firm installing its products. The manufacturer’s 
obligation under this warranty is limited solely to the original purchaser and solely shall be 
limited to the replacement of the product sold or refund. This warranty will not extend to any 
product which has been modified in any way or which has not been used in accordance with 
the printed instructions. The manufacturer makes no other warranties either expressed or 
implied. The end user must determine the suitability of the product for their intended use.   
READ ENTIRE LABEL & ALWAYS DO A TEST FIRST.
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